Press coverage April 2020

BIICL

**Preserve, Protect and Defend: Global Nationalization Risk**
01/04/20  Baker & McKenzie online

**Corporate failure to prevent abuses**
6/4/20  The Law Society Gazette

**Corporate restructuring and investment treaty protection: where are we today?**
6/4/20  Global Arbitration Review

**Shook Partner to Present in Webinar on Interpretation of Force Majeure in Differing Countries**
8/4/20  Shook Hardy Website

**Penalising the Failure to Prevent Human Rights Abuses**
8/4/20  JD Supra

**Judge Thomas A. Mensah Dead**
10/4/20  Peace FM
10/4/20  Ghana Web
10/4/20  ITLOS press

**Judge Thomas A. Mensah**
10/4/20  My Joy online

**Judge Thomas A. Mensah dead**
10/4/20  Ghana Guardian

**Judge Thomas A. Mensah dead**
10/4/20  The Independent, Ghana

**Sign Up TIGHT NOW for this BIICL webinar**
16/4/20  Edward Fennel's Legal diary
United States: Penalising The Failure To Prevent Human Rights Abuses
17/04/20 Mondaq

The European Commission publishes a study on due diligence requirements through the supply chain
17/4/20 Cambridge Core Blog

Coronavirus live
17/04/20 the Guardian

Professor Benoit Mayer Receives 2019 Young Scholar Prize from the International & Comparative Law Quarterly
19/04/20 Hong Kong Lawyer

EU study on due diligence requirements through the supply chain - the European Commission’s ...
20/04/20 Lexology

Supreme Court Decision Regarding Canadian Businesses in Foreign States and Potential Liability for Alleged Human Rights Violations
23/04/20 Norton rose Fulbright

Call to give companies 'breathing space' on coronavirus litigation
26/04/20 Financial Times

Judicial heavyweights call for 'breathing space' to save dispute resolution system
27/04/20 Law Society Gazette

Coronavirus: 'breathing space' call for firms unable to fulfil contracts
27/04/20 Supply Management

Serle Court launches 'off-the-shelf' arbitration service to bypass Covid-19 court delays
27/04/20 Global Legal Post

Top judges urge “breathing space” over contract breaches
27/04/20 Litigation Futures

Call to give companies 'breathing space' on coronavirus litigation: UK
27/04/20 Mgalhas International

Here’s How the Industry is Asking the UK’s Competition Authority to Regulate Google and Facebook
28/04/20 Video Ad News
Former judges call for “breathing space” to avoid litigation rush  
28/04/20  Journal of the Law society of Scotland

COVID-19 UK Bulletin – April 29, 2020 (section 4)  
29/04/20  Gibson Dunn

COVID-19: BIICL publishes Concept Note highlighting implications for commercial contracts and dispute resolution  
29/04/20  Thomson Reuters Practical Law

BIICL encourages pragmatism regarding commercial contracts amid coronavirus (COVID-19)  
30/04/20  Mealeys International Arbitration (paywall)

EU Policy Update: April  
30/04/20  Responsible Investor

Bingham Centre

SDG16: Six top tips for delivering peace, justice, and strong institutions  
01/04/20  Business Green

Colonial Pandemonium  
4/4/20  The Truth Seeker

SDG16: How B Corps can help model a future of good governance  
8/4/20  Business Green

STATEWATCH NEWS ONLINE, 10 APRIL 2020 (06/20)  
10/4/20  The New Dark Age

Right Restriction or Restricting Rights? The UK Acts to Address COVID-19  
17/04/20  Vervassungsblog

What is the aim of parliamentary scrutiny of delegated legislation?  
28/04/20  Hansard Society

Bingham Centre Blog

Italy’s COVID-19 Legislative Response: Adjusting Along the Way  
9/4/20  Reconnect.eu